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Abstract—Anomalous diffusion of extracellular vesicles (EVs)
occurs because of the natural stiffness and stress relaxation
of the extracellular matrix (ECM). This phenomenon has not
been considered so far in attempts of computational modeling
of the biodistribution of EVs, which is used as a powerful tool
in pre-clinical and clinical practice. Here we present a novel
model of the anomalous EV diffusion based on a 3-dimensional
partial differential equation from the molecular communications
theory, and solve it using the Green’s function theorem. We also
verify our analytical results using a particle-based simulation
(PBS). The model encompasses a source function for the EV
release from cells, their degradation through natural half-life,
and extracellular binding. Our findings reveal that different
anomalous schemes lead to various propagation patterns and
can be used for providing insights into designing EV-based drug
delivery systems.

Index Terms—Molecular communication, extracellular vesicle,
extracellular matrix, anomalous diffusion, drug delivery.

I. INTRODUCTION

EXTRACELLULAR vesicles (EVs) are nano-sized carri-
ers of different biomolecules which can be used as agents

for therapeutic purposes [1]. They are secreted by most cells
and diffuse throughout the extracellular matrix (ECM). The
ECM is an active and dynamic part of a tissue made of
non-cellular compartments formed via filamentous proteins,
polysaccharide compounds and other biomolecules [2]. We
study the heart as the selected organ and focus here on
the cardiac ECM. The cardiac ECM serves the heart tissue
for organ development and homeostasis. It contributes to
multiple processes, such as cell migration in response to
chemical and mechanical signals, conducting signals in the
heart and contraction of cardiomyocytes [2]–[4]. The natural
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stiffness, as well as stress relaxation of the cardiac ECM,
result in anomalous diffusion of EVs which is experimentally
demonstrated [5]. Also, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) can
be caused by fibrosis, a result of aging or other diseases
or injuries, leading to stiffened ECM and finally anomalous
diffusion of EVs [6]. This means that computational models
purely based on the Brownian motion fail in accurately de-
scribing the biodistribution of EVs in the cardiac ECM. This
motivates us to study the anomalous diffusion of EVs in the
heart with greater detail. The main concepts presented here
could be extended to other organs. For example, anomalous
diffusion can happen in the brain ECM due to the presence of
dead-space microdomains [7].

The distribution of first passage time in anomalous diffusive
media has been studied in the molecular communications
(MC) theory [8] wherein bit error rate and inter-symbol inter-
ference for static and mobile transceivers were considered [9]–
[12]. The described anomalous diffusion was based on (α, β)-
propagation modeling in a space-time fractional diffusion
equation with the different values of α and β determining
the anomalous features of the propagation. The propagation
medium of molecules was radially symmetric 3-dimensional
(3D) free space [9]–[11]. In addition, a concentration Green’s
function for modeling anomalous diffusion in a cylindrical-
shaped medium as part of an MC system has been studied
[13], considering a fractional diffusion equation for modeling
the anomalous diffusion in MC.

These previous approaches cannot be used for modeling the
anomalous diffusion and biodistribution of EVs in the cardiac
ECM due to its unique properties of hindrance. Also, the
release of particles in the available works is based on a point
source release scheme which is not plausible in a realistic
biological setting. Furthermore, the degradation of EVs in the
cardiac ECM has not been considered previously [14], [15].

In this letter, we take up the challenge of studying anoma-
lous EV diffusion by utilizing the MC theory as a methodol-
ogy. We analyze the scenarios displayed in Fig. 1, by consider-
ing specific features of the ECM such as tortuosity and volume
fraction, natural degradation of EVs through their half-life,
and interactions between the ECM and EVs by extracellular
binding. We model the anomalous EV diffusion by a power-
law function for the mean square displacement (MSD). Our
approach utilizes a 3D partial differential equation (PDE)
which we analytically solve with a time-dependent diffusion
coefficient matrix in an unbounded ECM. We also verify our
analytical solution using a particle-based simulation (PBS).
The PBS used in this letter is adapted for the release of EVs
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Fig. 1. Cardiac space is comprised of different types of cells such as
cardiomyocytes, fibroblasts, lymphocytes, and macrophages, and the non-
cellular extracellular matrix (ECM) which is mainly based on collagen type
I and type III. Extracellular vesicles (EVs) can be distributed by their water
permeation feature in the cardiac ECM while the matrix mesh size is larger
than the EV’s diameter. EVs have less movement in stiff elastic ECM whereas
matrix stress relaxation helps EVs to escape matrix confinement. Stiff stress
relaxation in the ECM matrix allows EVs to alter transport motions and
improve their capability to transport biomolecules, which increases the mean
square displacement of EVs.

which is based on a volume source function. Our analytical
solution can be extended for the bounded media with different
boundary conditions (BCs) such as Neumann, Dirichlet, and
Rubin with respect to desired applications. Of note, more
concepts from the MC theory could be used to analyze the
EV-based drug delivery by applying the similarities between
the delivery of EV therapy to the delivery of information [16].

In the remainder of this letter, in Section II, we model
the anomalous diffusion of EVs in the cardiac ECM and
analytically solve the 3D PDE. In Section III, we present
the numerical results coming out of the presented model
and discuss real scenarios of the cardiac ECM that can be
modeled using our method. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section IV.

II. EXTRACELLULAR VESICLE BIODISTRIBUTION

Diffusion of EVs in the cardiac ECM follows a non-
Brownian behavior. This happens for other biomolecules in
different biological environments such as plasma fluids, nu-
cleus, and cytoplasm [17]. The anomalous diffusion changes
the MSD of EVs in the hindered ECM to follow a power-law
function as [5]

⟨MSD(t)⟩ = D0t
ϕ, (1)

where D0 is the generalized diffusion coefficient and ϕ can
determine the anomaly; it ranges 0 < ϕ < 1 for subdiffusion,
ϕ = 1 for normal diffusion, and ϕ > 1 for super-diffusion. Par-
ticles have less tendency to diffuse in a subdiffusive medium
and vice versa in a super-diffusive medium [18].

We extend our previous EV biodistribution computational
model [19] by addressing the challenge of the anomalous
diffusion. The 3D PDE for EV concentration C in the cardiac
ECM is

∂C(r̄, t)

∂t
= ∇ · (D(t)H · ∇C(r̄, t))

− ke(t)C(r̄, t) + S(r̄, t), in Ω× T (2a)
IC: C(r̄, 0) = 0, in Ω (2b)

where r̄ = (x, y, z) is a point in the spatial domain Ω and
T = (0, tR) is the time domain. The initial condition (IC) in
(2b) assigns no EVs at the initial time of the simulation. The
first part of (2a) models the movement of EVs according to
the subdiffusion behavior in the cardiac ECM. The non-linear
diffusion coefficient and the diffusivity tensor in (2) are given
by

D(t) = D0t
ϕ−1, (3a)

H =

[
1

λ2
x

1

λ2
y

1

λ2
z

]
× I, (3b)

where λi

∣∣∣∣
i∈{x,y,z}

is the tortuosity which models the hin-

drance of the cardiac ECM in three directions. The main
difference between subdiffusion and normal diffusion in our
model is highlighted by the power-law function given in (3a).
This changes the linearity of diffusion and enable us to avoid
considering the Brownian motion for the EV biodistribution.
Eq. (3b) models the natural anisotropicity of the cardiac ECM
[20] which models different tortuousness in different spatial
directions.

The degradation of EVs modeled by ke(t) in (2) is given
by [19]

ke(t) =
1

α
(kh + kd(t)) , (4a)

kh =
1

σ
(4b)

σ =
Λ1/2

ln(2)
, (4c)

where kh models the half-life of EVs and kd models the
extracellular binding of EVs to the non-cellular compartments
of ECM. The extracellular binding can be a function of time
due to dynamic behavior of the cardiac ECM [2]. The half-life
of EVs is 2-30 min and the extracellular binding is mainly
happening due to interaction of EVs receptor with matrix
molecules of the ECM [14], [15]. Also, α is the volume
fraction of the cardiac ECM and determines the space for EV
propagation in the cardiac ECM compared to the total volume
of heart.

The source function S(r̄, t) is based on the EV release γ(t)
from cells secreting EVs as

S(r̄, t) = Sx(x)Sy(y)Sz(z)St(t), (5)

where

Si(i)

∣∣∣∣
i∈{x,y,z}

= exp

(
− (i− iL)

2

2σ2
i

)
, (6a)

St(t) =
γ(t)

α
, (6b)
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-3 Comparing analytical results and particle-based simulations

Ana-Stiff elastic (  = 0.045)

PBS-Stiff elastic (  = 0.045)

Ana-Soft stress relaxing (  = 0.49)

PBS-Soft stress relaxing (  = 0.49)
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Ana-Normal diffusion (  = 1)

PBS-Normal diffusion (  = 1)

Fig. 2. The concentration of EVs as a function of time for different anomalous
diffusion regimes for comparing analytical results (Ana) and particle-based
simulation (PBS), given by considering the degradation as kd = 0.1 s-1 and
the view point at x direction as x = 5 µm while y = 0 and z = 0. The
types of anomaly are based on the parameter ϕ where ϕ = 0.045 for stiff
elastic, ϕ = 0.49 for soft stress relaxing, and ϕ = 0.88 for stiff stress relaxing
schemes.

where iL represents the location of the source in each direction
and σi determines the spatial extension of the source through a
Gaussian function. The release function can be designed with
any type of practical functions with respect to the application.

To reach a closed form solution, we first change (2a) into a
form with constant coefficients. Hence, an auxiliary function
K(r̄, t) is defined as

K(r̄, t) = C(r̄, t)β(t), (7a)

β(t) = exp

(∫ t

0

ke(t
′)dt′

)
. (7b)

Then, the time derivative of K(r̄, t) is

∂K(r̄, t)

∂t
=

∂C(r̄, t)

∂t
β(t) + C(r̄, t)ke(t)β(t). (8)

By incorporating (8) in (2a), we yield

∂K(r̄, t)

∂t
= ∇ · (D(t)H · ∇K(r̄, t)) + β(t)S(r̄, t). (9)

We introduce a new temporal parameter τ(t) as

τ(t) =

∫ t

0

D(t′)dt′, (10)

Then, (9) is transformed by using the chain differentiation rule
in terms of τ(t)

∂K(r̄, τ)

∂τ
= ∇ · (H · ∇K (r̄, τ(t))) +

β(t)S(r̄, t)

D(t)
. (11)

It is worth noting that (11) can also be employed for bounded
media with different types of BCs such as Neumann, Dirichlet,
and Rubin BCs by using the auxiliary function, K(r̄, t).

Eq. (11) demonstrates an nonhomogeneous PDE in which
the coefficients are no longer time-dependent and whose closed
form solution is

C(r̄, t) =
1

β(t)

∫ t

0

[
(Gx (x, τ(t)− τ0(t0)) ∗ Sx (x))

× (Gy (y, τ(t)− τ0(t0)) ∗ Sy (y))

× (Gz (z, τ(t)− τ0(t0)) ∗ Sz (z))

]
× β(t0)S

t(t0)dt0, (12)

where

Gν (ν, τ(t)− τ0(t0))

∣∣∣∣
ν∈{x,y,z}

=
1√

4πDν (τ(t)− τ0(t0))
exp

(
−ν2

4Dν (τ(t)− τ0(t0))

)
,

(13a)

τ0 =

∫ t0

0

D(t′)dt′, (13b)

where Dν

∣∣∣∣
ν∈{x,y,z}

=
D0

λ2
ν

. Eq. (13a) demonstrates the

Green’s function of diffusion problem with the diagonal
diffusion matrix. In (12), the operator ∗ denotes the spatial
convolution which can be effectively calculated [19].

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We present the numerical results for the EV biodistribution
in the cardiac ECM by considering the anomalous diffusion.
The simulations are performed in MATLAB. We set the fol-
lowing values of the parameters: D0 = 1 µm2/s [5], {λx,
λy , λz} = {1.1, 1.4, 1.7} [5], α = 0.6 [21], and {σx, σy ,
σz} = 1 × 10-6. We also set a fixed value of the EV half-life
to 2 min. In our simulation, we consider the release rate γ(t)
presented in [22] by considering the heart rate of 120 beats per
minute and the control signal of 25 µM/s. We assess different
anomalous diffusion schemes in the cardiac ECM by assigning
ϕ = 0.045 for stiff elastic scheme, ϕ = 0.49 for soft stress
relaxing scheme, ϕ = 0.88 for stiff stress relaxing scheme
[5], and we set ϕ = 1 for normal diffusion. The values of ϕ
allocated to subdiffusion behavior for the cardiac ECM can
be associated to cardiac disorders. Excessive accumulation of
cross-linked collagenoufs ECM leads to myocardial stiffness
which can be a result of an expansion in the cardiac ECM and
promotes diastolic dysfunction [23]. For example, a stiffened
cardiac ECM modeled by ϕ = 0.045 can relate to how the EV
biodistribution is affected by diastolic dysfunction. However,
values of ϕ close to 1 can model a less stiffened cardiac ECM.

Fig. 2 verifies the analytically derived solution by a PBS
for different anomalous regimes for the observation point
at x = 5 µm and kd = 0.1 s−1. For this purpose, St(t)
is discretized with a temporal step size of ∆t = 10 ms
and 8511 particles. The spatial characteristic of the source
function is represented by 203 equally spaced point sources.
To determine the concentration at the observation point, the
particles are counted in a spherical volume with 50 nm
radius. The measured concentrations are averaged over 105
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Fig. 3. The concentration of EVs are given as a function of time for two different values of x = 3 µm in (a) and (b) and x = 5 µm in (c) and (d) by
considering y = 0 and z = 0 with various values of the extracellular binding rates kd and different types of anomaly in the cardiac ECM.

Fig. 4. 3D representation of the concentration of EVs over y direction in the
Cartesian coordinate system as a function of time by setting x = 0 and z = 0.
The degradation rate is kd = 0.1 s−1 and ϕ = 0.88. The EV concentrations
over x and z directions are similar to this figure due to zero velocity.

realizations. The small deviations in Fig. 2 are caused by
the limitations due to the unavoidable discretizations in time,
space, and particles in PBS.

Fig. 3 shows the concentrations of EVs as a function
of time for different view points and degradation rates. To
assess the EV biodistribution, Figs. 3(a)-3(d) show that the

EV concentration peak values for stiff stress relaxing scheme
are greater than two other schemes. This behavior is expected
since the stress relaxation of the ECM helps EVs to escape
the matrix confinements and stiff stress relaxation of the ECM
improves the EV transport motion and their capability to move
faster [5]. On the other hand, stiff elastic scheme limits the
EV propagation as Figs. 3(a)-3(d) present. Comparing different
anomalous diffusion schemes with the normal diffusion, the
EV concentration in normal diffusion is mostly smaller than
the other anomalous scheme for x = 3 µm; however for
x = 5 µm, the EV concentration for normal diffusion is higher
than the other anomalous schemes because EVs move faster in
normal diffusion toward the view point. Also, Fig. 3 presents
that by increasing the degradation rate kd: I) longer tails of
concentration for all of the anomalous schemes occur due to
a more extracellular binding of EVs, and II) a negative time
shift of the concentration peak values occur.

By changing the view points from x = 3 µm in Figs. 3(a)-
3(b) to x = 5 µm in Figs. 3(c)-3(d), we observe that the
EV concentration decreases for different anomalous schemes
due to inability of EVs to reach the longer view point in the
cardiac ECM. The subdiffusive environment provides more
time for EVs to bind to the ECM compartments which leads
to more EV dissipation especially at farther observation points.
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Anomaly also causes the EVs to remain longer in the environ-
ment which yields higher level of concentration levels. Also,
the peak values of the concentrations of different anomalous
schemes are departed from each other especially for smaller
values of the degradation coefficient. This is because a stiff
elastic matrix leads to less movement of EVs compared to
soft and stiff stress relaxation matrix. Also, we observe that
the peaks of the EV concentration for different anomalous
schemes happen in more longer time by increasing the view
point distance which is expected due to the longer distance
for EVs to propagate in the ECM.

Fig. 4 shows a 3D view of the EV concentration for stiff
stress relaxing regime in y direction over time. The source
releases the EVs based on the rate given in [22] which
has two peaks. Accordingly, Fig. 4 shows two peaks in the
concentration for short distance view points. Also, the EV
concentration profile for x and z directions are similar to Fig. 4
due to zero velocity in the cardiac ECM.

IV. CONCLUSION

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are lipid-bilayered nano-
carriers of biomolecules and have been used for drug delivery
purposes. As experiments suggested, EVs anomalously dif-
fuse in cardiac extracellular matrix (ECM) and follow non-
Brownian movement. In this letter, we modeled the anomalous
diffusion of EVs in the cardiac ECM by partial differential
equations with a time-dependent diffusion coefficient, in which
we considered the degradation of EVs through their natu-
ral half-life and extracellular binding. We also incorporated
unique properties of the cardiac ECM like tortuosity and
volume fraction. An analytical solution to the differential
equations was derived based on Green’s function theorem. We
verified our analytical solution by particle-based simulation.
We observed in the numerical results that anomalous diffusion
can change the biodistribution patterns of EVs in the cardiac
ECM by altering the amplitude and time of peak values in
concentrations at different view points. Also, the degradation
of EVs impacted their concentrations for different types of
anomalous schemes in the cardiac ECM. Our method can be
used to further model cardiac ECM for EV biodistribution with
respect to the contraction and relaxation of cardiomyocytes
which can finally change the pressure in the myocardium. Our
findings can help prototyping practical drug delivery systems
to prevent and treat cardiovascular diseases and potentially
other types of disorders. Fine-tuning and verification of the
suggested model can be done with experimental results in
future works.
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